bot.zen at LangLearn: regressing towards interpretability
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Abstract
This article describes the bot.zen system that participated in the Language Learning Development (LangLearn) shared task of the EVALITA 2023 campaign. We developed a simple machine learning system with good interpretability for later use, and used the shared task as an opportunity to provide Master’s students with hands-on training and practical experience in NLP.
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1. Introduction

There has been an increasing interest in using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and machine learning techniques to analyse writing development in first (L1) and second language (L2) acquisition settings. The topic has been explored in Second Language Acquisition (SLA), Learner Corpus Research (LCR) (e.g. [1]), Corpus Linguistics and in writing development research (e.g. [2]), and its goal is to understand how specific features can reflect writing quality and development.

The analysis of language learner data typically spans sociolinguistic metadata (information about the author), linguistic data (information extracted from the text) and textual metadata (information about the text). According to [3], metadata such as reading time, geographic factors, and parents’ occupation level can have an impact on language skill development, whereas [4] finds writing quality and development to be influenced by both text length and linguistic features including lexical density.
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At EVALITA 2023 [5], the Language Learning Development (LangLearn) shared task (ST) on automatic language development assessment [6] consisted in predicting the relative order of two essays written by the same student. More specifically, the texts provided were in Italian and Spanish, and came with only a very limited set of metadata. We participated in this ST to acquire experience with this type of data, and as an opportunity to involve and train Master’s students from the University of Bolzano in NLP scientific work through practical internships.

Our system relies only on the data provided for the ST, generates explicit information about students’ progress out of implicit information in the data and uses regression without Large Language Models (LLMs) or Neural Networks (NNs) with features from an external tool specifically designed for Italian texts. As a result, our system performed well on Italian but poorly on Spanish data.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the system design and implementation; Section 3 describes our experiments and results; and Section 4 concludes with a short discussion.
2. System Design and Implementation

Our objective was to develop a simple machine learning system with good interpretability. Therefore, we prioritised a simple design that could provide transparent explanations for its decision-making process over complex implementation and high predictive performance.

2.1. Data Pre-processing

In a first processing step, we restructure the given ST data, which provides essay ids with their respective time of writing in tabular format, as shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>essay_1</th>
<th>essay_2</th>
<th>order_1</th>
<th>order_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>4666</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>1_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>4948</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>1_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>4872</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>1_5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>4937</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>2_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>5128</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>2_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>4212</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>2_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5074</td>
<td>5361</td>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>2_4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Excerpt for one author from the 4-column Training_CItA.tsv file with the first two columns (essay_1, essay_2) representing essay ids and the last two columns (order_1, order_2) their respective time of writing (YEAR_Essay-Number).

We reconstruct the data for individual authors by collecting all pairs with overlapping essays and reordering them based on the provided information, as shown in Figure 2. This new data structure contains an absolute position for the time of writing, which eventually becomes the target variable to learn.

With this remodelled dataset, we transform a classification task into a regression task: rather than deciding whether one text was written earlier than the other in a binary fashion, we predict the absolute position of the texts which, in turn, can be used to calculate the order in which the two essays were written.

2.2. Feature Extraction

We use spaCy [7] and MALT-IT2 [8] in order to transform the raw input data into a meaningful set of informative features, as they provide easy-to-use and reliable feature extraction methods.

2.2.1. spaCy

spaCy is an open-source NLP library in Python providing tools for many tasks and pre-trained models for several languages, including Italian and Spanish.

After tokenisation, we collect 1- to 3-grams of the word forms and the part-of-speech tags. We additionally collect 2-grams of the morphological analyses of the words and 1-grams of a word’s dependency relation. Overall, this amounts to roughly 17,000 features per document.

2.2.2. MALT-IT2

MALT-IT2 is an automatic classification system for measuring the complexity level of Italian texts, and it is based on experiments that compared ten machine learning models on a dataset of 692 texts and 139 linguistic features. The features were divided into the following six broad categories [9]:

1. Raw Text Features are the most elementary features and they are based on simple counting procedures executed on the tokenised text.
2. Lexical Features are computed by considering: (i) lemmas, POS tags and morphological annotations; (ii) external resources for the Italian language, for example, the vocabulary rate in the "new basic Italian vocabulary".
3. Morphological Features consider the morphological complexity index (MCI) computed for two word classes: verbs and nouns.
4. Morpho-Syntactic Features are computed on the basis of POS tagging, morphological analysis, and syntactic parsing.
5. Syntactic Features reflect the main characteristics and the structure of the syntactic constituents and the dependency relations of the sentences in a text.

We use the it_core_news_lg and es_core_news_lg models.

order:essay  abs.position
------------------------
1_1:5074 | 1
1_2:4666 | 2
1_4:4948 | 4
1_5:4872 | 5
2_1:4937 | 7
2_2:5128 | 8
2_3:4212 | 9
2_4:5361 |10

Figure 2: Excerpt from our restructured Training_CItA.tsv file representing all essays written by one author with their time of writing and inferred absolute positions. 2_4:5361 means that essay:5361 was the fourth essay to be written in YEAR:2 by this author, which corresponds to the overall tenth position for this author relative to all other authors (because the author missed order positions 1_3 and 1_6 in the first year).
Discursive Features take into account the cohesive structure of a text. MALT-IT2 has to be invoked externally to process text files into a comma-separated values (CSV) file containing one line per document within its feature space; the CSV file is subsequently ingested by our system without any additional interaction or knowledge of MALT-IT2. This means that we can swap out MALT-IT2 with a different system or add another system capable of producing a document-feature-matrix in CSV format.

2.2.3. CTAP

We also experimented with a version of the Common Text Analysis Platform (CTAP) [10] adapted for Italian text [11]. Much like MALT-IT2, CTAP is a linguistic complexity measurement tool offering various statistics and features to analyse text complexity in terms of length, lexical, syntactic and morpho-syntactic aspects. Unfortunately, we encountered some problems while processing the entire dataset. Very short texts, for instance, caused CTAP to end prematurely with no error message, leaving us with no choice but to exclude CTAP features from our system. CTAP is capable of producing a document-feature-matrix in CSV format and could have been easily integrated into our system.

2.3. Processing Pipeline

Our data processing pipeline has been implemented in Python and makes use of the pandas and scikit-learn libraries.

**pandas** [12] is an open-source library for data manipulation and analysis that integrates well with other libraries in the Python ecosystem, making it a versatile tool for data analysis and preparation.

Our system uses pandas for internal data representations, manipulations and calculations during data pre-processing (Section 2.1) and the processing of CSV files.

**scikit-learn** [13] is an open-source machine learning library for Python providing a wide range of algorithms and tools for various tasks, including classification and dimensionality reduction. With a user-friendly and consistent interface, extensive documentation and an established user base, scikit-learn makes it easy to implement machine learning workflows.

Our system uses scikit-learn for the main processing, as illustrated in Figure 3.

The processing pipeline requires a document feature matrix that represents all texts as vectors in our feature space. This space is the combination (concatenation) of all different tools after feature extraction (Section 2.2), totalling around 17,200 features. To standardise the data, we use the `StandardScaler()`, which removes the mean and scales it to unit variance. We also reduce the linear dimensions using the `TruncatedSVD()` method. As a result, our processed dataset consists of 125 features. Finally, we use the `HistGradientBoostingRegressor()` for learning, which is an ensemble method.

In order to use our system for the ST, we perform data post-processing. We convert the output of our regression model for individual texts into a binary label for pairs of texts that indicated which of the two was written first.

2.4. Optimisation

The different parts of our system were optimised towards our target variable (absolute position) via an ad-hoc grid search in 3-fold cross validation (CV) runs.

The parts we optimised were: the types of spaCy information to collect; n-gram ranges and the minimum document frequencies for the spaCy collectors; the type of dimensionality reduction and the number of dimensions to use; the regression algorithm to use.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Shared Task (ST)

The Language Learning Development (LangLearn) ST [6] consisted in predicting the relative order of two essays: given a randomly ordered pair (Essay 1, Essay 2) written

---

6 We used Python 3.8.16, pandas 2.0.1, scikit-learn 1.2.2, and spacy 3.5.3 + it-core-news-lg 3.5.0 for processing.  
7 We perform feature reduction to remove noise or irrelevant information, and highlight important aspects of the data, enabling the model to make more accurate predictions.  
8 Ensemble methods combine and aggregate predictions of multiple models to improve predictive performance.  
9 DecisionTreeRegressor(), SVR(), KernelRidge(), HistGradientBoostingRegressor()
by the same student, the task was to predict whether Essay 1 had been written before Essay 2.

3.2. Shared Task Data

The LangLearn ST data contains essays from two different corpora, namely CItA [14] and COWS-L2H [15], with texts in Italian and Spanish, respectively.

Training data includes information on pairs of texts written by the same student at different times. Each entry represents the sequence of two essays, and by considering multiple entries with overlapping text-ids we are able to recreate the sequence of all texts for each student (see Section 2.1). The data also contains the texts themselves but no additional (meta)information beyond this.

CItA The CItA corpus (Corpus Italiano di Apprendenti L1) is a collection of Italian essays written by students learning their first language in seven different lower secondary schools in Rome over the course of two years (2012-2013 and 2013-2014). The students were asked to write different types of essays, namely reflexive, narrative, descriptive, expository and argumentative. The ST data contains 834 of the total 1,352 essays written but does not provide any information about the type of text.

COWS-L2H The COWS-L2H corpus (Corpus of Written Spanish of L2 and Heritage Speakers) is a collection of texts created by students of Spanish as a second language enrolled at a North American university. The students were asked to write multiple compositions at different times throughout the academic quarters, and the essays were collected over the course of two years, from 2017 to 2020. The essays were written by the same students, and the ST data contains 1,426 of the original 3,498 essays.

3.3. Results

The performance of our system on the two datasets (as reported by the ST organisers) was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>acc</th>
<th>f-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CItA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bot. zen</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>acc</th>
<th>f-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COWS-L2H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bot. zen</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The baseline scores were calculated by training a LinearSVM using the number of tokens per document and the Type-Token-Ratio (TTR) of the first 100 tokens in each document as input features.

3.4. Analysis

We also analysed the CItA-part of the ST dataset independent of our system’s performance. To this end, we used the original data with texts in Set 1 always written before texts in Set 2. We then used CTAP to calculate feature values for all texts in both sets. Afterwards, we conducted a (paired) t-test to detect features that differed in their means (as a starting point for later research).

We found some evidence that Set 1 had a higher number of ‘basic vocabulary’ words, whereas Set 2 had a higher number of imageability words. Set 1 also had higher TTR and HDD (Hypergeometric Distribution D) measures, but since Set 2 generally had longer texts, length effects certainly come into play [16]. Also, Set 1 used more auxiliary verbs, possibly due to a higher presence of past participle verbs. The use of connectives was higher in Set 2, especially for additive and consequence connectives. The number of dependent clauses per sentence did not differ significantly between the sets. Finally, Set 2 contained more sentences and more punctuation marks but sentence length remained constant.

4. Discussion

Our system (see Section 2) was relatively simple. Neither LLMs nor recurrent neural networks (RNNs) were integrated, nor did we use any data other than those provided by the organisers. While our results for the Italian data were satisfactory, we performed very poorly on the Spanish data, as expected: MALT-IT2, our main processing component, was designed for Italian texts only, which had a negative impact on our system when processing Spanish data, and despite the baseline system information also being encoded in our features, the presence of too much irrelevant data hampered the overall performance.

Nevertheless, the ST served as a great opportunity for Master’s students to gain practical project work experience: running into all-too-common data processing, encoding and decoding difficulties whilst navigating the intricacies of understanding, analysing and evaluating the data for the task at hand. With the help of the literature suggestions provided by the organisers, the students were able to develop relevant ideas and provide target-oriented answers to emerging questions. Although the internship was only 150 hours long and did not include the implementation of a functional application, the students had the opportunity to familiarise themselves with the crucial stages of a scientific project, documenting all steps into a project report, which was partially incorporated in this paper.

9 Eurac Research took over the task of implementing a functional application.
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A. Online Resources

- The bot.zen system for the EVALITA 2023 LangLearn shared task (on GitHub)